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Paint and lacquer finishes
Timber doors can be supplied unfinished, lacquered, primed or sprayfinished. Finish sheens from 5% dead matt to 90% high-build gloss can
be achieved. We can match any RAL colour, contact us for samples.
Our most popular painted finishes are grey and white.

GREY OAK

WHITE

Wood species
The most common species are shown here but others can be sourced – ask us for any special requirements.

AFRICAN
MAHOGANY QTD

AMERICAN CHERRY
CR

AMERICAN WHITE
OAK CR

ANEGRE QTD

ASH CR

BIRCH RC

CEDAR OF LEBANON
QTD

CHESTNUT QTD

EUROPEAN OAK CR

MAPLE QTD

RED ELM CR

SAPELE QTD

STEAMED BEECH CR

SYCAMORE CR

TEAK CR

WALNUT
AMERICAN QTD

WENGE QTD

ZEBRANO QTD

Key: QTD = quarter-cut, CR = crown-cut, RC = rotary-cut

Veneer cuts
The most popular cuts are crown and quarter, although rift and rotary are also frequently chosen. Unusual cuts
are also available, including figured quartered, bird’s eye, burr and fiddleback quartered. Contact us to find out
what cuts are available for your preferred species.

CROWN SAWN

QUARTER SAWN

RIFT SAWN

ROTARY CUT

MAPLE BIRDS EYE

EUROPEAN OAK CR

OAK BURR

SYCAMORE QTD
FIDDLEBACK

Designer cuts

ANEGRE QTD
FIGURED

WALNUT
AMERICAN QTD

Matching
Veneers can be matched in different ways to achieve a variety of effects.

BOOK MATCHING

Veneers are mirrored to give
a symmetrical effect

QUARTER MATCHING

Veneers are mirrored and turned to give
an effect radiating from a central point

SLIP MATCHING

Leaves are laid side by side to give a
gradually-varying repeat pattern

Special finishes
Woods can have additional treatments applied to them for cosmetic or performance purposes. These samples
show the impact of treatment on a standard oak veneer. For a true representation, please ask us for a sample.

HIGH GLOSS OAK

Can be combined with (as
here) or without stain to
give a stunning designer
gloss to the wood

POLYURETHANE COATED OAK

A durable coating that
protects the wood while
allowing the natural grain to
shine through

SMOKED OAK

Retains the wood’s natural
beauty but darkens it and
brings out deeper tints

STAINED OAK

Adds depth or colour to
the wood, while retaining
the visibility of the natural
grain

For a true representation of any of the cuts, colours and effects shown here,
please contact us to receive free samples.
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